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Abstract

The automated segmentation of the left ventricular (LV)
on MRI is a crucial step for the evaluation of LV structure
and function. However, LV segmentation is still a
challenging task, mainly because of inherent difficulties
from the variable imaging conditions. Hence this study
aims to propose an innovative approach to segment LV
endocardium and epicardium based on the phenomena of
temporal area variation correlation. The proposed
method is three-fold: (1) For the first time, we formulated
a significant phenomenon that epicardium and
endocardium have same area variation tendency into a
temporal area variation constraint. (2) We designed a
deep leaning network based on RNN to model such a
temporal area variation constraint. (3) An efficient
optimization framework was developed to achieve end-toend optimization. The deep learning network was trained
and validated on cardiac MRI datasets from MICCAI
2012 LV segmentation challenge including 100 patients
(50 train patients and 50 test patients).

1.

Introduction

The cardiac disease gets more and more attention
because of that it is the leading killer of human beings.
Hence, the cardiac diseases get the more attention of
researchers in recent years [1-3]. The left ventricle (LV)
chamber is the biggest cardiac tissue, so most of research
focuses on automated LV segmentation and
quantification research [4]. The function indexes, i.e., LV
mass, LV volume, and eject fraction (EF) are crucial for
accurate cardiac quantification and disease diagnosis. The
related LV function indexes, such as the end-diastole
volumes (EDV), the end-systole volumes (ESV), LV
mass and the EF, can be computed from cardiovascular
MR (CMR) image, which is the gold standard for clinical
cardiac disease diagnosis.
The image segmentation technology is always used for
LV function quantification in the clinical diagnosis of
cardiac diseases based on the CMR. The traditional LV
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segmentation technology can be classified as five kinds:
the method based active model [5], the method based on
atlas [6], the method based on statistical model [7-9], and
the method based on deep learning [10], and method
based on hybrid model . Before 2011, the paper [11] has
given the detailed review on the LV segmentation
algorithms. After 2011, [12] proposed a method to
address LV segmentation problem based on 3D active
model using traditional snake model. [13] proposed a dual
level set model to achieve LV segmentation. [14]
proposed a method based on atlas to achieve LV
segmentation as well as other tissues’ segmentation on
heart. However, active model and method based on atlas
are the on-line optimization models. Compared with the
on-line optimization model, the off-line optimization
methods, such as machine learning methods, can achieve
more efficient inference as well as real-time segmentation.
[15] using random forest technology to achieve LV
segmentation and quality estimation at the same time.
Specially, deep learning method is more and more
popular due to its powerful feature representation ability.
Some breakthrough on LV segmentation field was
achieved based on deep learning technology. For instance,
[16] proposed the LV segmentation method based on
fully convolutional network (FCN) for the first time. [17]
proposed a regression method to achieve short-axis LV
segmentation using FCN. [18] used the 3D consistent
with spatial propagation to achieve LV segmentation.
Additionally, some hybrid model using deep learning is
also useful for LV segmentation problem. [19] combines
the deep learning technology and level set into a twostage method to address the region of interest (ROI)
localization and LV segmentation problem. Similarly, [20]
proposed the similar hybrid technology with [19] to
address LV segmentation problem.
Though a large number of methods were proposed to
address LV segmentation problem on CMR image. It is
still an open challenge, due to the inherent difficulties
from CMR images, such as variation from motion, noisy
from CMR, and subject variations. Besides, all the exiting
methods ignore an important area variation correlation,
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Figure 1. The framework of the proposed method
i.e., the epicardium and endocardium have the same
change
tendency
(increasing
or
decreasing
simultaneously).
In this paper, we proposed a new method to achieve
LV segmentation based on temporal area correlation. the
new attempt in large scale CMR datasets of MICCAI
2012 LV [21]. For the first time, we formulated the LV
segmentation into a temporal area correlation
segmentation model. Compared to the existed state-ofthe-art methods, the method achieves important
improvement on performance.

2.
2.1.

2.3.

Model Optimization

Methods

The loss function can be modeled as following:

Data Preprocessing

LLoss (W )    ln( Pendo,i , j )    ln( Pepi ,i , j )  C (W ) (1)

The CMR image preprocessing procedure includes
ventricle center localization and image physical space
normalization. The left ventricle center localization
addressing the ROI cropping problems. The cropped
CMR image around the center point can be used as the
input of the network. The image physical space
normalization normalizes the CMR images’ physical
space. This operation can provide more accurate
quantification of LV function.

2.2.

proposed framework is robust to the different of base
networks. In this paper, we used the U-net as the base
network to introduce the proposed temporal area
correlation model based on area variation regularized
deep learning network.
The multi-task module converts traditional threeclassification problem into two binary-classification
problems. In this way, the area variation correlation can
be modeled in the optimization module.

w, h

w, h

i, j

i, j

where W denotes the networks’ weight, Pendo ,i , j denotes
the output probability for endocardium and Pepi ,i , j
denotes the output probability for epicardium, and C (W )
denotes the area variation correlation for endocardium
and epicardium. Pendo ,i , j and Pepi ,i , j can be modeled using
SoftMax activation function as following:

Pepi,i, j  e epi ,i , j
f

Pendo,i, j  e

Network Structure

As shown in the Figure 1, the proposed method
includes three modules: base network with encodedecode structure, the multi-task module for epicardium
and endocardium segmentation, and optimization module
with temporal area correlation. The base network is based
on an FCN framework, which includes some convolution
layers and the deconvolution layers. The base network’s
structure is flexible, and can be replaced by different
structure, such as U-net [22], FCN in [17], or Refine-Net
[23]. A large number of experiments show that the
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where fepi ,i , j (W ) is the response value of position (i, j) in
the true category, fepi ,i , j (W ) is the response value of
position (i, j) in the true category for epicardium,
fendo ,i , j (W ) is the response value of position (i, j) in the

true category for endocardium. The area variation
correlation C (W ) can be modeled as:
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ED
ES
ED
ES
C(W )  ( AEpi
 AEpi
)*( AEndo
 AEndo
)

(3)

achieves the better segmentation accuracy in AD and
AHD for both the endocardium and epicardium

ED

where AEpi denotes the epicardium area on end-diastole,
ES
Epi

A

Table 1. The comparison with the state-of-the-art
methods on segmentation performance (PM: the
proposed method).

ED
Endo

denotes the epicardium area on end-systole, A

denotes the endocardium area on end-diastole,

ES
AEndo

denotes the endocardium area on end-systole. This idea
starts from the facts that the epicardium and endocardium
have the same area variation tendency. They will increase
or decrease simultaneously. In other words,
and

(A

ED
Endo

A

ES
Endo

ED
ES
( AEpi
 AEpi
)

) are both the positive number for

negative number. Hence,

ED
ES
ED
ES
( AEpi
 AEpi
)*( AEndo
 AEndo
)

Results and Discussion

3.1.

Metrics

The proposed method was evaluated by the widely
used criterion in the LV segmentation field, including
correlation coefficient (R), mean absolute errors (MAE) ±
the standard deviation (SD), Average Dice (AD) and
Average Hausdorff Distance (AHD) in paper [18].

3.2.

Environment of Experiments

We conducted the experiments in Caffe deep learning
framework, which is flexible for make new temporal area
variation layer. The workstation’s configurations are
3.4GHz Core i7 CPU, 64GB RAM, Nvidia TiTan X
(12GB memories). The codes are based on python
language, and the SGD was used to train the model, the
batch size is 1 for the online learning, which is the only
proper way to train the model with area variation
correlation. The max iteration is 30000 for training a LV
segmentation model, and the Gaussian weight
initializations are used to set the initial networks.

3.3.

[18]

88±8

81±5

8.7±3.6

11.9±4.5

[3]

83±5

68±9

11.9±5.1

14.2±2.1

(4)

Prediction Accuracy

The segmentation performance and the clinical indexes
quantification performance based on segmentation results
have been shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. As
shown in the Table 1, compared with the state-of-the-art
methods in LV segmentation field, the proposed method

PM

R
0.9

LV_MASS
MAE (g)
8.5±4.1

R
0.91

LV_EF
MAE (%)
9±2

[16]

0.87

13.3±5.6

0.87

9.3±6.9

[18]

0.75

14.5±2.9

0.87

11.6±3.2

[3]

0.71

16.5±6.3

0.85

12.2±3.1

Method

where T1 and T2 denotes the adjacent CMR image
frames along the time. In this way the whole cardiac
cycle’s area variation correlation can be modeled. The
robustness and performance can be further enhanced.

3.

AHD(mm)
endo
epi
7.6±4.5
9.1±1.8
9.7±5.2
9.2±5.4

Table 2. The comparison with the state-of-the-art
methods on clinical index quantification performance
(PM: the proposed method).

is always positive number. This correlation can be further
formulated and extended as the following:
T1
T2
T1
T2
C(W )  ( AEpi
 AEpi
)*( AEndo
 AEndo
)

PM
[16]

AD (%)
endo
epi
90±5
81±5
85±9
71±4

Method

segmentation. Additionally, the proposed method also
achieves the best results on the clinical index
quantification accuracy than the state-of-the-art method.
This result also showed that the proposed method can
utilize the temporal relationship between adjacent CMR
frames and guarantee good consistence.

4.

Conclusion

In the paper, we proposed a novel deep learning
framework to address the LV segmentation. It introduces
the temporal area variation correlation as the regularized
item into end-to-end LV segmentation framework for the
first time. This correlation can use the temporal area
relationship between adjacent CMR frames to guarantee
good consistence on segmentation results. Hence, the
good performance can be achieved. The experiment
results on the open accessible LV segmentation datasets
prove the proposed method has the big potential to be
used in the clinical diagnosis.
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